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(ABSTRACT)

Land mobile radio (LMR) systems are used for communication by public safety and other government and commercial organizations. LMR systems offer mission-critical or even life-critical service in the day-to-day activities of such organizations. Traditionally, a variety of different LMR systems have been deployed by different organizations, leading to a lack of radio interoperability. A voice application that connects LMR systems via a packet-switched network is called an LMR Voice over IP (LMRVoIP) system and is a potential solution to the interoperability problem. LMRVoIP systems are time critical, i.e., are delay and jitter sensitive. Transmission of LMRVoIP traffic in a congested packet-switched network with no quality of service (QoS) or priority mechanisms in place could lead to high delays and extreme variations in delay, i.e., high jitter, thus resulting in poor application performance. LMRVoIP systems may also have performance issues with the use of virtual private networks (VPNs). To the best of our knowledge, there has been no prior thorough investigation of the performance of an LMRVoIP system with different queuing schemes for QoS and with the use of VPN. In this thesis, we investigate the performance of an LMRVoIP system with different queuing schemes and with the use of VPN.

An experimental test bed was created to evaluate four QoS queuing schemes: first-in-first-out queuing (FIFO), priority queuing (PQ), weighted fair queuing (WFQ), and class-based weighted fair queuing (CBWFQ). Quantitative results were obtained for voice application throughput, delay, jitter, and signaling overhead. Results show that, compared to a baseline case with no background traffic, LMRVoIP traffic suffers when carried over links with heavy contention from other traffic sources when FIFO queuing is used. There is significant packet loss for voice and control traffic and jitter increases. FIFO queuing provides no QoS and, therefore, should not be used for critical applications where the network may be congested. The situation can be greatly improved by using one of the other queuing schemes, PQ, WFQ, or CBWFQ, which perform almost equally well with one voice flow. Although PQ has the best overall performance, it tends to starve the background traffic. CBWFQ was found to have some performance benefits over WFQ in most cases and, thus, is a good candidate for deployment.

The LMRVoIP application was also tested using a VPN, which led to a modest increase in latency and bandwidth utilization, but was found to perform well.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This introductory chapter begins with a discussion of the general problem area and motivation for this research. The problem statement is then discussed in Section 1.2. The last section explains the organization of the thesis.

1.1 Problem Area and Motivation

In the near future, telephone traffic will be just another application running over the Internet [Goo02]. In Voice over IP (VoIP) technology, voice traffic is transmitted in a shared packet-switched network infrastructure rather than through a circuit-switched telephony network with dedicated capacity. There is a potential cost savings with the use of packet-switched networks as there is no need for dedicated voice circuits which are typically underutilized. A packet-switched network can integrate voice and data traffic in a shared network infrastructure. This combined operation can also reduce personnel expenses because there is no need for dedicated personnel for separate voice and data networks. Personnel are among most significant expense elements in a network [DB03]. The convergence of voice and data can also reduce operating costs and increase network efficiency. An integrated infrastructure that supports all forms of communication can allow more standardization and reduce network complexity [DB03]. Thus, VoIP reduces total cost of ownership (TCO). In packet-switched networks, the necessary transmission bandwidth for voice can be reduced by silence detection and voice compression techniques which add to the statistical multiplexing gain inherent in a packet-switched network [Si03]. Coder/decoders (codecs), like G.723.1 [ITU96a] and G.729 [ITU96b], provide toll quality speech at much lower data rates (5.3/6.3 kbit/s and 8 kbit/s, respectively, for G.723.1 and G.729) than conventional pulse code modulation (PCM) encoding (64 kbit/s) used in circuit-switched networks.

A key advantage of VoIP compared to circuit-switched voice is the potential for integration with other network services. Although telephony is the basic application for VoIP networks, the long-term benefits are expected to be derived from multimedia and multi-service applications [DPT03]. VoIP allows companies to better serve their customers by providing a host of new converged voice and data applications, such as web-enabled call centers, unified messaging, real-time multimedia and audio conferencing, distance learning, and embedding voice links into electronic documents. Other advantages of VoIP include in-house control, robust system management, greater details on call history, the ability to quickly deploy multiple voice lines with a lower TCO, and the ability of companies to better manage remote employees. In addition, VoIP can rapidly scale to meet the increasing demands of a growing organization.

There are some problems, too, in deploying VoIP. VoIP applications must operate with real-time constraints and, in particular, are sensitive to delay and delay variation, also known as jitter. The goal of VoIP is to provide speech quality at least equal to that of the public switched telephone network (PSTN), which is usually referred as “toll-quality” voice. This is a challenge as the present Internet is based on best-effort service, meaning that packets are serviced on a first-come first-served basis. Also, there are chances that during peak loads voice packets will experience high delay and jitter. There can also be loss of voice packets due to the heavy
loading of links and network congestion caused by link failure or insufficient network capacity. Echo and talker-overlap can result from high end-to-end delay in a voice network. Since, echo degrades voice quality, echo cancellers must be deployed to perform echo cancellation. Talker overlap is a problem where one caller steps on or seeps into another talker’s conversation and it become significant if the one-way delay becomes greater than 250 milliseconds [DPT03]. Jitter is the variation in the inter-packet arrival time and a high jitter value is more detrimental to voice quality than an equal delay value. By deploying network quality of service (QoS), a network can be configured to provide priority to real-time applications, such as voice, to provide good application performance. QoS mechanisms can significantly reduce delay and jitter and increase application throughput when compared to a network with no QoS mechanisms in place. Ideally, a QoS mechanism should minimize latency and packet-loss for delay-sensitive and loss-sensitive real-time traffic, while still allowing other traffic to achieve satisfactory performance under reasonable average network loads and sufficiently short bursts of background traffic. QoS can be achieved by properly managing queues at routers and by routing traffic around congested parts of the network. In general, QoS provides better and more predictable network service by providing the following features [Cis01]:

1) support for dedicated bandwidth;
2) improved loss characteristics;
3) avoidance and management of network congestion;
4) network traffic shaping; and
5) control of traffic priorities across the network.

1.2 Problem Statement

The focus of this thesis is Land Mobile Radio VoIP (LMRVoIP). The specific term Land Mobile Radio VoIP is coined in this thesis, but is not a new concept and has been implemented by several land mobile radio companies including Catalyst Communication Technologies, Motorola, MA-COM, Cisco Systems, EF Johnson, and JPS Communications. LMRVoIP has some differences compared to traditional VoIP. For example, LMRVoIP calls are bursty when compared to VoIP calls where there tend to be longer-lived streams of traffic. Details about different types of VoIP, including LMRVoIP, are discussed in Section 2.1. There has been a significant amount of research in VoIP resulting in many conference papers, journal papers, and magazine articles. Even though most of the ideas and concepts of VoIP systems can be extended to LMRVoIP systems, the research in LMRVoIP is at a nascent stage and limited. There have been a few conference papers and thesis published at universities in which they model an LMR system using simulation models [Tsi02] or using an experimental test bed [MT02]. LMR systems are described in Section 2.1. Based on the developed models, researchers have perform different experiments to study the performance of LMRVoIP applications under various network scenarios [MT02, Tsi02]. There are three general areas of research that will influence the successful migration of conventional circuit-switched voice networks to integrated voice and data packet-switched networks [DB03]:

1) migration of traditional circuit-switched signaling schemes to a packet-switched signaling scheme that meets voice signaling performance requirements;
2) selection of appropriate voice coding and decoding methods so that the bandwidth utilization by the application can be reduced using silence detection and voice compression techniques; and
3) mechanisms for assembling and disassembling packet frames to transfer VoIP frames through a packet-switched network to meet performance requirements.

In this thesis, the effect of different QoS queuing schemes at routers on the performance of LMRVoIP is studied. The router queuing schemes give priority to important traffic by re-ordering the queues maintained at the output port of a router. Detailed explanations of the four different queuing schemes that were evaluated are given in Section 2.3. As discussed in Section 1.1, the metrics of interest are delay and delay variation. In addition, maximum jitter and signaling overhead are also used as performance metrics. The signaling overhead is measured in terms of the number of TCP packets used by the voice application for signaling.

The performance was evaluated using ON-OFF voice traffic, which is representative of traffic in an LMR system. In addition, the performance was also evaluated using continuous voice traffic, which presents the most demanding peak load conditions. An experimental test bed was created to perform the experiments. Although the effect of these queuing schemes on VoIP applications and other non-LMRVoIP applications has already been reported in the literature, for example in [KK01], the effect of these queuing schemes on an LMRVoIP application, where voice traffic characteristics are different, has not been studied.

Virtual private networks are used to ensure authenticated and private communication in a shared packet-switched network. When using a VPN, latency may increase due to extra packet processing and bandwidth consumption may increase due to encapsulation. The performance of an LMRVoIP application was tested with the use of VPN. This thesis is the first to report the performance of an LMRVoIP application with the use of VPN.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized in five chapters as follows.

In Chapter 2, three types of VoIP applications are discussed including LMRVoIP. The features of a particular LMRVoIP system, Catalyst IP Tone, are presented. The need for QoS mechanisms, circuit-switching, packet-switching, and the four different router queuing schemes are described. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the research and how it differs from prior research.

In Chapter 3, four specific questions answered by this thesis are presented. A high-level overview of different router queuing configurations, VPN configurations, and Catalyst IP Tone product configurations are presented. Finally, components of the experimental test bed, testing tools, and network configuration used for testing are discussed.

Chapter 4 starts with a discussion of key assumptions made in this research, followed by a discussion of traffic generation, test scripts, and test procedures. The configurations for the four
different router queuing schemes and VPN are presented and the corresponding results are discussed.

Chapter 5 provides a summary of the thesis, draws conclusions that suggest possible situations where different queuing schemes should or should not be used. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses possible future research topics.

Appendix A provides the Cisco router configurations for the different queuing schemes. The EXPECT scripts to enable different queuing schemes are provided in Appendix B. Appendix C provides a TCL data analysis script to extract results from Ethereal network sniffer trace files. TCL and Ethereal are discussed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 2. Background and Related Work

This chapter discusses three types of voice over IP (VoIP) applications. Land mobile radio (LMR) voice over IP, or LMRVoIP, the main topic of this thesis, is discussed in detail. LMRVoIP products such as Catalyst’s IP Tone product [Cat02b], MA-COM’s NetworkFirst [Mac03c], and Motorola’s ASTRO 25 [Mot04] and their features are described. The need for quality of service (QoS) mechanisms and the four different router queuing schemes considered in this research are also explained in detail. This chapter concludes with a discussion of related work and its relation to the research reported in this thesis.

2.1 Types of VoIP Applications and LMRVoIP

There are various types of VoIP applications. VoIP applications are classified based on several factors, such as the nature of transmission and the transmission media. The different types of VoIP applications are discussed in this section. LMR systems are used by public safety and other organizations. Emergency and other personnel use LMRVoIP to communicate with each other, as it can overcome the problem of the lack of radio interoperability and can provide access to remote LMR systems using a shared data network instead of dedicated leased lines. LMRVoIP systems are discussed in detail in this section.

2.1.1 VoIP Applications

There are various types of voice applications that use the Internet Protocol (IP) to carry encoded voice information. Three types of VoIP applications are internet telephony (IT), LMRVoIP, and multimedia streaming over IP (SoIP).

In internet telephony, both the called and the calling parties speak interactively, i.e. in full duplex mode, on their respective ends of a VoIP channel, as in a conventional public switched telephone network (PSTN) call. Calls are also similar in nature to PSTN calls, so they tend to relatively long lived, on the order of several minutes to even an hour or more. In LMRVoIP communication is half-duplex and bursty, with a typical call lasting for several seconds to minutes. A specific type of IT, which uses a wireless medium to carry encoded voice information, is called wireless VoIP (WVoIP). Data transmission in wireless media can be accomplished using wireless devices that follow wireless standards, such as IEEE 802.11 [Wla03a], IEEE 802.15 [Wla03b], or IEEE 802.16 [Wla03c]. Therefore, in WVoIP, one or both ends of a VoIP channel can be a notebook computer, handheld computer, or other device equipped with an appropriate wireless network interface card (NIC), such as an IEEE 802.11b or Bluetooth NIC.

Because of the interactive and bidirectional nature of IT, an IT call has stringent requirements for delay, delay variation, and bandwidth. Delay variation is also called jitter. Keagy reports that, for most people, the maximum acceptable delay is 250 ms [Kea00]. This translates to a requirement that the end-to-end delay of a voice packet should be less than 250 ms. The end-to-end delay of a packet is the total time taken by a packet to reach the destination after being sent by the source. Various delays occur due to encoding at the sender, decoding at
the receiver, packetization of the compressed bit stream, waiting in queues along the path from sender to receiver, serialization at the interface, transmission of voice packets, and buffering for play out at the receiver. As delays rise over this figure, talkers and listeners become unsynchronized, and often they speak at the same time, or both wait for the other to speak [Cis07a]. This condition is commonly called talker overlap.

Emergency and other personnel in different agencies and other organizations can use LMRVoIP to communicate with each other. Unlike internet telephony, LMRVoIP inherently operates in half-duplex mode and the communication consists mostly of short bursts of conversations, with typical conversations lasting for several seconds to a minute. One of the characteristics of LMRVoIP is that the delay and jitter requirements are less stringent than IT and WVVoIP because of the short duration of transmissions. However, reliability and robustness, in general, can be extremely important for public safety and other life-critical or mission-critical applications. LMRVoIP systems are discussed further in Section 2.1.2.

Another interesting type of VoIP application is SoIP. A streaming system is a VoIP system that does not support conversation, i.e., is strictly simplex in nature. It is a VoIP application because the playback of continuous media, with audio being of interest here, must occur in an isochronous fashion [Cur 03]. However, an SoIP application is different from IT and WVVoIP due to several unique properties, such as one-way distribution, offline media encoding, and relative insensitivity to delay through the use of a sufficiently large playback buffer. The streaming audio flow is always unidirectional, from the streaming server to the client (in the downlink direction). Normally, the user has limited control over a streaming session and there is not a high level of interactivity between the client and the streaming server. Offline media encoding means that the encoding is done in advance using specific content creation tools such as Microsoft Media Player and Real Player. Because of these properties, an SoIP application is not as sensitive to delay and jitter as IT and WVVoIP. Therefore, audio can be streamed and played after an initial latency period. This allows the client to use buffered data to smooth out eventual network jitter without compromising user-perceived audio quality.

### 2.1.2 LMRVoIP

Land mobile radio systems are used for communication by public safety and other government and commercial organizations [Tsi02]. Crucial service is offered by LMR systems in the day-to-day activities of public safety organizations. LMR systems also provide communications in mission-critical and life-threatening situations. Many commercial businesses, including utility and transportation companies, also rely heavily on LMR systems to manage and co-ordinate daily activities. LMR systems have evolved as autonomous two-way radio systems serving the specific needs and interests of different organizations [DSD01]. This led to the development of “stove pipe” systems that were confined to local scope. Through individual initiatives and requirements, each organization deployed their own independent LMR system that was often driven by both technical and political objectives. As a result, radio communication between emergency personnel from various departments or agencies using different radio systems is sometimes impossible due to lack of radio interoperability [MT02].
It is not cost-effective or feasible in the near term for all departments to each purchase new, compatible radios. Instead, interoperability solutions are being developed using LMRVoIP. LMRVoIP uses a packet-switched infrastructure rather than a conventional circuit-switched network to connect base stations to each other and to dispatchers. Vendors which provide LMRVoIP solutions include Catalyst Communications Technologies, M/A-COM, Motorola, Cisco Systems, EF Johnson, and JPS Communications. One solution developed by Catalyst Communications Technologies is called IP Tone, which is a client/server application [Cat02b]. The server, called the Radio Gateway, connects to a mobile radio. Each client runs on a standard personal computer (PC) running Microsoft Windows and can be located at a participating department [Cat02b]. The server hosts a voice conference that is compatible with the client software running on dispatch stations. The Catalyst system uses standard voice codecs provided with Microsoft Windows, but a proprietary control protocol. Alternatively, such a system could follow a standard, such as the H.323 standard, [Iec03] for all aspects of operation or the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [HS+99] for signaling. H.323 is a recommendation from the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) that sets standards for multimedia communications over IP based networks such as the Internet. SIP is an application layer signaling protocol used for creating, managing, and terminating multimedia sessions over packet networks. The M/A-COM’s solutions include Network First and P25IP [MAC02a] [MAC02b]. One of the Motorola’s solutions is the ASTRO 25 Trunked Digital Voice and Data Network [Mot04] [Tho03a]. Descriptions of different LMRVoIP solutions are discussed in section 2.2.

Conventionally, circuit-switched infrastructure has been used to connect LMR systems. Circuit-switched networks possess some fundamental disadvantages when compared to packet-switched networks, such as vulnerability to single-points of failure. Moreover, as bandwidth for a voice call is reserved for the duration of the call, network capacity is poorly utilized when there is not continuous conversation as in a typical LMR call. In addition, with the introduction of digital LMR systems, traffic patterns have become more bursty and non-uniform and, thus, less suitable for circuit-switched networks [Tsi02]. There are advantages of deploying a packet-switched LMRVoIP solution. Packet-switched systems easily support features such as mobility management, web browser access, individual calls, group calls, priority calls, text messaging, call-monitoring, and security. These services allow seamless wide-area coverage and resource sharing.

An LMR call generates push-to-talk (PTT) voice traffic, so only one party can speak at a time and the caller “hangs-up” after completing his or her call. Therefore, typical LMRVoIP traffic is not continuous. These characteristics make LMRVoIP service less sensitive to delay and jitter than IT and WVoIP because LMRVoIP transmissions are of short duration and bursty. Thus, to investigate the performance of an LMR voice application, on-off voice traffic scenarios that are representative of a LMR system are considered in this research. Continuous voice traffic scenarios are also considered to study the performance of a LMR system in the most demanding situation.

2.2 LMRVoIP Products

Catalyst Communication Technologies, Inc. (or, simply, Catalyst) provides LMRVoIP products for the land mobile radio industry to allow organizations to connect multiple personal computers
(PCs) to multiple radios for dispatch, help desk, and other office-based operations. One such product that is used in this research is IP Tone [Cat02b]. Other LMRVoIP products such as M/A-COM’s NetworkFirst and Motorola’s ASTRO 25 Trunked Digital Voice and Data Network are discussed.

2.2.1 Catalyst’s IP Tone Product Overview

IP Tone provides a communication and control path between a PC and a two-way radio, providing connectivity via a local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN). The product allows office workers to communicate with field personnel who have two-way radios. IP Tone is a client-server application. The server component runs on a Radio Gateway connected to a land mobile radio or base station. The Server controls the radio using standard Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA) tone signaling for the push-to-talk function and converts the audio to packets that can be sent over a WAN or a LAN. The server is connected to one or more clients, called Remote PCs, via a LAN or WAN. The Remote PCs are used by operations center personnel as well as other office workers.

During a voice call, voice messages are sent back and forth between the Remote PC and the radio. The field radio user speaks into his two-way radio, transmitting audio to the fixed radio and the Radio Gateway (server) via the land mobile radio system. The Radio Gateway then converts the speech to a digital message and sends it over the WAN or LAN as one or more IP packets to the Remote PC. The Remote PC converts the digital message to analog voice and plays it through the computer’s speakers. The Remote PC user can reply by clicking on the transmit button and speaking into microphone connected to his computer. The Remote PC converts the user’s speech to a digital message and sends it over the WAN or LAN to the Radio Gateway. The Radio Gateway converts the digital messages to analog voice. The Radio Gateway routes the audio to the two-way radio for transmission on the radio system.

The product supports numerous other features for controlling talk groups, monitoring multiple radio systems from a single dispatch station, logging calls, controlling access to radio systems, and more [Cat02b]. However, these functions are not germane to the specific research presented here and are not discussed further.

2.2.2 M/A-COM’s NetworkFirst Product Overview

Two LMRVoIP solutions provided by M/A-COM are NetworkFirst [Mac03c] and P25IP [MAC02a]. NetworkFirst provides IP packet-switched voice communications among multiple agencies that need to interoperate. NetworkFirst combines a universal analog audio port, the interoperability gateway, with an IP-based voice switch and network administrator to connect multiple radio systems together in a seamless communications web. In conjunction with an optional console, the Network Switching center provides a centralized command point for crisis management.

NetworkFirst is advertised as being able to achieve interoperability across all frequencies and supporting all radio and system level voice types – analog, digital, conventional, and trunked [Mac03c]. NetworkFirst achieves large-scale interoperability by using IP and is supposed to be
completely scalable; meaning communication interoperability at all levels – local, regional, state, and national – should be possible. M/A-COM claims that an IP-Based solution, such as NetworkFirst, is the most effective means of achieving interoperability, as it allows agencies to use their existing equipment, between disparate systems in a short amount of time.

2.2.3 Motorola’s ASTRO 25 Product Overview

Motorola’s primary solution for P25 [USD03] has been the ASTRO 25 Trunked Digital Voice and Data Network [Tho05] [Mot04], which builds on ASTRO [Mot99], its predecessor. ASTRO 25 is advertised as offering advantages such as [Mot04]:

1) Cost savings from combining voice and data into one efficient and flexible solution that allows for easy upgrades and migration as needs evolve. Voice over Packet networking, based on voice-over-IP (VoIP) technology, is supposed to allow the system to carry both voice and data communications efficiently and reliably by combining voice and data into a single dedicated network.

2) Software upgrades are promoted to be less difficult through centralized downloading. It should normally be sufficient to load the software once and then it is automatically distributed throughout one’s network to support new features and software patches.

3) Relief from radio frequency congestion via trunked networking and allocating channels between voice and data as needed, thereby supporting more users, more calls, and more information using the same spectrum.

4) Interoperability with other Project-25 compliant solutions [USD03], so the system and personnel can work seamlessly with other departments that have compliant systems even if they utilize another vendor’s solutions.

Although Motorola states that there should be no incompatibilities between their P25 solutions and other P25 products, they do imply in their information that there will be proprietary features that exist on their products that will not work on other manufacturer’s products.

2.3 Circuit Switching Versus Packet Switching

Networks typically support either circuit switching or packet switching. Voice traffic has normally been carried over circuit-switched networks, such as the public switched telephone network, while packet-switched networks have been designed to carry non-real-time data traffic. However, to achieve cost savings and increase flexibility, voice and other applications are being designed to use packet-switched networks. These two switching schemes and issues related to their use for voice traffic are discussed below.

2.3.1 Circuit Switching

As discussed in Section 2.1, real-time applications such as VoIP have certain requirements for delay, jitter, and bandwidth. In circuit-switched networks, there is end-to-end synchronous transmission. Digitized voice experiences a minimal end-to-end delay as it traverses through the switches in a circuit-switched network which offers reserved bandwidth. Another important property of digitized voice in a circuit-switched network is jitter. The reserved capacity also
means that the jitter experienced by digitized voice in a circuit-switched network is minimal, even considering latency introduced by processes such as voice digitization and switching. These two qualities, low delay and minimal jitter, represent two important QoS metrics [Hel00]. The third QoS metric that is provided by a circuit-switched network is bandwidth. Traditionally, a pulse coded modulation (PCM) codec is used by telephone systems at a data rate of 64 Kbps.

A uniform and dedicated bandwidth of 64 Kbps is allocated to each voice call. For other codecs, a suitable capacity is also dedicated to the call to eliminate queuing delay and to minimize jitter. The fourth QoS metric is loss and a properly deployed circuit-switched network inherently offers low loss rates. Forward error correction (FEC) can be used to ensure extremely low loss rates.

Even though, circuit-switching provides excellent QoS for real-time communications, its design is relatively inefficient. In a typical conversation, only one person speaks at a time and the other person is silent, i.e., a conversation is normally half-duplex. Even for the speaker, there are times when he or she is silent. Also, highly effective codecs are available that generate variable bit rate traffic, i.e., the voice stream is encoded using the minimal data rate which may vary over time. Since, a fixed bandwidth is allocated for each call in a circuit-switched network, bandwidth is wasted during silent periods or when the codec is able to encode the voice at a rate below some maximum. Also, circuit-switched networks are often vulnerable to single points of failure because it is relatively expensive to provide redundant links and the switch to a backup link must be relatively quick.

### 2.3.2 Packet Switching

Unlike a circuit-switched network where each user is guaranteed a fixed amount of bandwidth, multiple users share the same network capacity in a packet-switched network. Although packet switching increases the efficiency of network utilization, it introduces several new problems. The present Internet is based on best-effort service, which means traffic that flows through the Internet is serviced based on a first-come, first-served basis with no quality of service guarantees. If real-time applications, such as voice or video applications, are transmitted along with non-real-time applications, such as file transfer protocol (FTP) and hypertext transport protocol (HTTP) traffic, and the total network traffic exceeds the capacity of a link, there will be potentially high queuing delays for packets from both the real-time applications as well for the non-real-time applications. If the congestion persists for a long enough period of time, buffers may fill and both types of packets may be dropped. Since the generic Internet is based on best-effort service, packets from both applications have an equal chance of being serviced and of being dropped. Therefore, there is no way to guarantee bounds on delay, jitter, or loss in a packet-switched network. Such QoS guarantees are possible in circuit-switch networks.

### 2.4 Router Queuing Schemes

Queuing schemes are used to provide priority and more bandwidth to real-time traffic over non-realtime traffic. This section discusses the need for queuing mechanisms. The factors for delays in a packet-switched network are listed and each factor is discussed in detail. Also, different QoS mechanisms are illustrated in detail.
2.4.1 The Need for Queuing Mechanisms at Routers?

A router may handle traffic from many sources and of many types including both real-time and non-real-time services. By default, no priority mechanisms are in place at routers and, as a result, all packets are serviced on a first-in, first-out (FIFO) basis. A worst-case scenario for real-time applications occurs when both real-time and non-real time packets are destined for the same output port of a router. For example, assume that a non-real-time packet of 1500 bytes enters the router between two real-time voice packets. Note that the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of an Ethernet frame is 1516 bytes and that the size of a voice packet is, typically, much smaller than a data packet. The second voice packet must wait until the non-real-time packet is serviced (transmitted) by the router. The actual waiting time for the second voice packet depends on the length of the non-real-time data packet and the data rate of the outgoing communication link. Also, consider the communication link to be a slow wide area network (WAN) link with a data rate of 64 Kbps. The problem is clear. The transmission delay is the time taken to transmit all of the packet’s bits onto the link. In this case, the transmission delay for a 1500-byte packet on a 64-Kbps link is 187.5 ms. This is the amount of time that the second voice packet has to wait before being serviced by the router. Note that the end-to-end delay of a voice packet should not exceed 250 ms for good voice quality [Kea00]. Thus, QoS mechanisms are needed to be deployed to provide priority to packets from real-time applications in a packet-switched network.

When packets for a real-time application are carried in a packet-switched infrastructure that is also transporting packets for other applications, QoS mechanisms are needed to ensure voice quality, even if the amount of contention is fairly small. Packet networks introduce variable delays and packet loss for a variety of reasons, as discussed above. Therefore, network designers need to optimize the following metrics using QoS mechanisms: reliability, delay, jitter, and available bandwidth. In this research, we concentrate on minimizing delay, jitter, and improving throughput for a particular voice application, namely land mobile radio voice over IP. In any packet network, the major sources of delay are due to [Kea00]:

1. processing by the codec at both the sender and the receiver;
2. packet formation (packetization delay);
3. queuing at the output interface;
4. serialization (transmission delay) at the output interface;
5. queuing, serialization, and propagation delay in the network; and
6. time to fill the play-out buffer.

Codec processing delay is introduced when an analog signal is converted into a digital format and compressed form by a codec. Typically, a higher processing delay is associated with a lower bit rate codec to account for the higher degree of compression that is afforded by such codecs. Similarly, delay due to decoding occurs at the receiver when coded digital format is converted back to analog signal.

Packet formation delay, sometimes called packetization delay, occurs when codec frames are encapsulated into UDP/IP packets for transmission. When a single codec frame is transmitted in a packet, the packet formation delay is not significant. However, if multiple codec
frames are grouped into a single packet, then the first frame of the group must wait while additional codec frames are generated to complete the packet.

After the codec frames are formed into packets and are ready for transmission, they might need to wait in an interface queue for output. Such delays, which can be substantial if the interface is heavily utilized, depend on the queuing technique being employed at the interface. Hence, to reduce the delay experienced by voice packets, the queuing policy should move voice packets to the front of the interface-queue.

Transmission delay, sometimes called serialization delay, is the time taken to put all of the packet’s bits in the link. The amount of serialization delay depends on the length of the packet and the transmission rate of the interface. Hence, large packets or lower link data rates will increase serialization delay.

Queuing, transmission, and propagation delay occurs in the network, too. At each router in the backbone and at the network edge, packets experience queuing and transmission delay. Packets also experience propagation delay while traversing the links between routers.

Delay also occurs when a play-out buffer is filled before decoding begins. The function of the play-out buffer is to supply voice packets (after headers are removed) to the voice decoder in a smooth fashion so as to achieve a continuous audio stream. The buffer size is set so that it never overflows nor, ideally, remains completely empty. Jitter is a more serious concern for packet voice networks than absolute delay. Jitter is caused when packets experience unequal delays while transiting a network. Play-out buffers are employed to help reduce jitter in packet voice systems. Jitter is an inherent characteristic of a packet-switched network, because there is no end-to-end synchronous transmission as in circuit-switched networks. The primary source of jitter in packet-switched networks are queuing delays at the source host’s interface and in the network.

There are certain techniques that can be employed to minimize bandwidth utilization. One approach is to optimize data throughput efficiency by prioritizing traffic, minimizing routing updates, and decreasing the amount of packet overhead. Using a voice codec with a large compression ratio obviously reduces bandwidth utilization. Also, monitoring network utilization trends allows network designers to plan bandwidth upgrades.

Having discussed QoS metrics such as delay, jitter, and bandwidth utilization, there are numerous QoS mechanisms for IP networks that can be used to optimize bandwidth and prioritize packet transmissions for real-time applications:

1) Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [MMF01];
2) queuing policies [MMF01];
3) traffic policing and shaping [Kea01];
4) header compression [Kea01];
5) fragmentation and interleaving [Kea01];
6) dual FIFO transmit buffers [Kea01]; and
7) Mapping IP QoS requirements to Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) service classes [Kea01].

This section discussed the need for QoS, various factors for delays in packet-switched networks, and listed different QoS mechanisms. The next section discusses four QoS schemes whose performance is investigated in this thesis. The final section of this chapter, discusses previous research done in LMRVoIP and its relation to this thesis.

### 2.4.2 Queuing Schemes

In this thesis, we investigate the performance of a LMRVoIP application under four different queuing schemes that are available in a commercial off-the-shelf router, specifically Cisco’s Internetwork Operating System (IOS) [Cis07b]:

1) First-in first-out (FIFO);
2) Priority queuing (PQ);
3) Weighted fair queuing (WFQ); and
4) Class-based weighted fair queuing (CBWFQ).

A router’s interface has a queue for holding packets awaiting transmission. Queuing schemes give a network administrator control over what happens to queued packets. Normally, efforts to improve QoS in a network start by optimizing interface-queuing policies. There are two core issues that are addressed by queuing policies. First, the policies should provide the QoS required for identified applications. Secondly, the policies should provide an equitable or fair distribution of bandwidth resources, within the constraints of meeting QoS requirements for specified applications. By addressing these two issues, QoS mechanisms must focus on managing delay and delay variation for selected applications and achieving overall fairness for other applications sharing the bandwidth. A queuing scheme has capabilities to manage queue depth and schedule the order of packet transmission to provide required QoS and ensure fairness.

A FIFO queue is a simple buffer that holds outbound packets in a single queue until the transmitting interface can send them. Packets are sent out of the interface in the order in which they are arrived in the buffer, as shown in Figure 2.1. This queuing scheme does not provide QoS for specified flows or equitable bandwidth distribution among flows sharing a link. During periods of congestion, buffers are filled and packets are dropped without regard for the packet type or associated application requirements. When FIFO is used, ill-behaved sources can consume almost all the bandwidth, bursty sources can cause delays for time-sensitive or important traffic, and packets from high-priority flows can be dropped because low-priority traffic fills the queue. The key advantage of FIFO queuing is that it requires the least amount of router processor and memory resources among all queuing schemes. However, the simplistic nature of FIFO queuing is also its key disadvantage.

PQ is an approach to give strict priority to designated traffic over other traffic. Packets arriving at an interface for transmission are separated into four queues, low, normal, medium, and high, as shown in Figure 2.2 [Cis06]. Packets are always serviced from the high priority queue first. If packets are waiting in the high priority queue, they will be sent to the transmission
buffer. If the high priority queue is empty, then any packet in the medium priority queue is sent to the transmission buffer. If the higher priority queue and medium priority queue are empty, then packets from the normal queue are sent to the transmission buffer, and so on. High priority traffic incurs the least possible delay and jitter with this queuing technique, but there are no provisions for distributing bandwidth among traffic with equal priorities. In Cisco IOS, the default queue sizes are 80, 60, 40, and 20 packets for low, normal, medium, and high priority queues, respectively. The disadvantage of this scheme is that it could potentially force the packets in lower priority queues to remain un-serviced for a long time, i.e., lower priority traffic could experience “starvation.”

WFQ is used as the default queuing mode on most serial interfaces configured to run at or below E1 speeds (2.048 Mbps) in Cisco IOS [Cis06]. Flows can be classified based on packet header fields such as source and destination IP addresses and TCP or UDP port number. WFQ creates a separate queue for each traffic flow and uses a queue depth for each flow as shown in Figure 2.3. In Cisco IOS, the default queue size used by WFQ is 64 packets. The objective of WFQ is to ensure that low bandwidth flows receive preferential treatment in gaining access to an interface, while permitting large bandwidth flows to use the remaining bandwidth in proportion to their weights. WFQ classifies traffic into flows or “conversations.” A weight is applied to each class of flow. The weight determines how much bandwidth each flow is allowed relative to other flows. WFQ specifies weights using the IP Precedence value in the Type of Service (TOS) field in the IP header. As the precedence or weight increases, WFQ allocates more bandwidth to the flow during periods of congestion.

In CBWFQ, a separate custom queue, called a class is identified for each flow or conversation that needs to be policed or prioritized. Unclassified traffic is automatically placed in the default class. The maximum number of classes supported by CBWFQ is 64 [Kea01]. In WFQ, it is difficult to precisely specify the amount of bandwidth allocated to a flow and bandwidth for each flow is determined by the number of flows, which can constantly change. CBWFQ overcomes this limitation of WFQ by specifying the exact amount of bandwidth that is to be allocated for each class. CBWFQ also inherits proprieties of priority queuing by configuring a priority queue for the traffic class that is delay-sensitive. Each class has a default queue size of 64 packets.

![Figure 2.1. Illustration of first-in first-out queuing.](image)
2.5 Prior Studies and Relation to this Thesis

There has been limited research in the area of packet-switched LMR voice traffic or LMRVoIP. Standardization bodies in North America and Europe have developed digital LMR communication systems based on open standards which are the Association of Public and Communication officials (APCO) Project 25 and the Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA), respectively. The inter-system interface (ISI) is responsible for the internetworking of different TETRA and APCO networks.

**Figure 2.2.** Illustration of priority queuing.

**Figure 2.3.** Illustration of weighted fair queuing.
Tsiakkouris [Tsi02] proposes a framework for an LMR packet-switched network to interconnect base stations across an extended coverage area. This thesis develops a simulation model to characterize the loading effects on the LMR network and also investigates the performance of a packet-switched ISI. Different underlying technologies, including IP, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), and Frame Relay (FR), are considered for the backhaul of voice packets across the LMR network. This thesis does not discuss the performance of an LMRVoIP application under different router queuing schemes and with the use of a Virtual Private Network (VPN) mechanism.

Mock and Miller [MT02] propose a solution for establishing a state-wide VoIP network, which consists of a single central server and clients located at participating departments. This solution was proposed for communication between emergency personnel from various departments using different radios operating at different frequencies. Preliminary testing of a prototype system was performed for basic audio functionality and for subjective voice quality under limited bandwidth conditions. This paper does not talk about VPN nor does it study the performance of an LMR packet-switched network under different router queuing schemes.

Dekeris, Adomkus, and Budnikas [DAB06] combine Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Low Latency Queueing (LLQ) to ensure Quality of Service for high priority bursty video conferencing traffic. This paper claims that Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) which is suitable for providing QoS requirements to all kinds of traffic on the network in most cases, but there are exceptions, when it can't assure high QoS requirements for the video conferencing traffic, which need high network resources, especially when the network load is high. Results show that loss of packets from WFQ can be eliminated when using WFQ combined with LLQ and also delay can be reduced two times. This research does'nt evaluate the performance of a LMRVoIP application using PQ, WFQ, or CBWFQ.

Georges, Divoux, and Ronddeau, [GDR05] show that the Weighted Fair Queuing balances the allocation of the network resources to the different traffics regarding the time contraints they have to respect. This paper shows WFQ overcomes the main drawback of the Strict Priority Queuing (SP) algorithm, which is, that it can lead to the impossibility for the lowest priority queues to be forwarded. The major contribution of this paper is to study the worst delays when switches are using Weighted Fair Queueing scheduling algorithm and to determine the minimum service that is necessary for the time-constrained frames, in order to ensure a better service to other traffics. Results show that WFQ is more fair than SP, since the access to the output is balanced based on predetermined weights and there is no famine possible for a traffic with poor priority. Moreover, since WFQ is more fair than SP for traffic with a poor priority, delays upper-bounds for traffic with higher priority will be longer, but other traffics will have shorter bounds. This paper does not study the performance of a time-sensitive LMRVoIP system under different queueing schemes.

Tiglao [Tig07] propose the use of Value Based Utility (VBU) to improve the Priority Queuing (PRIQ) mechanism, which has inherent problem of starvation in the lower priority classes. The proposed frame work VBU, models the perceived knowledge of the state and degree of user satisfaction in managing router resources and functions. This enhanced scheduler uses dynamic adaptation that can be used to improve the network performance in the delivery of
real time traffic in a diffserv environment. This scheme alleviates the problem of starvation of static PRIQ by elevating the lowest priority packets to the higher priority queues using packet marking at the ingress node of the network. PRIQ-VBU provides lower average delay, lowest average jitter and lower packet loss compared to the standard PRIQ. This paper does’nt deal with performance of an LMRVoIP system with different queuing schemes for QoS and with the use of VPN.

2.6 Summary

Three types of VoIP applications were discussed. The LMRVoIP application was discussed in detail. There is a discussion about LMRVoIP products from Catalyst, M/A-COM, and Motorola. Two types of switching technologies, circuit-switching and packet-switching, were discussed. Four types of QoS mechanisms, previous research, and its relation to this thesis were also discussed.
Chapter 3. Problem Statement and Methodology

This chapter discusses in detail the LMRVoIP problem. The specific research questions addressed in this thesis are outlined. The approach followed in this thesis is explained. A high-level overview of different router queuing configurations, VPN configurations, and configurations applied to an LMRVoIP system, a variation of the Catalyst IP Tone product, to generate continuous and ON-OFF voice traffic are discussed. Finally, this chapter concludes with a description of the test bed used for this research, including the test bed components, testing tools, and network configuration.

3.1 LMRVoIP Problem

As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3, there are certain problems, such as jitter and bandwidth utilization, that need to be addressed when deploying LMRVoIP. This section outlines the specific research questions answered by this thesis, after investigating the performance of a LMRVoIP application under different router queuing schemes and with the use of VPN. The focus is on a particular LMRVoIP application, IP Tone from Catalyst Communications Technologies [Cat02b]. The two key research questions are listed below.

1) What is the effect of deploying different router queuing schemes at the intermediate routers on the performance of the LMRVoIP application in terms of jitter, maximum jitter, throughput, and signaling overhead with different forms of LMRVoIP traffic and different levels of background traffic competing with LMRVoIP traffic for network resources?

2) Does the LMRVoIP application perform well over a VPN?

3.2 Approach

As discussed in Section 2.2, the QoS metrics used to evaluate the performance of a real-time packet-switch application like LMRVoIP are delay, jitter, bandwidth, and reliability. Router queuing schemes can decrease jitter and delay and improve application-level throughput for a real-time application that is designated for high-priority treatment. This section provides a high-level overview of classification, packet-marking, and other related router configuration procedures. Details about the configuration using Cisco’s IOS for the four queuing schemes, the specific tests conducted, and results obtained are provided in Chapter 4. In a FIFO queue, no classification of traffic and packet marking is done, as FIFO queuing treats all packets the same. In PQ, four levels of queues are supported. Since queues are serviced in the order of their priority, the delay-sensitive LMRVoIP traffic is placed in the highest priority queue. Once the entire PQ configuration is done, PQ has to be enabled on an interface. In WFQ, it is necessary to assign the maximum possible IP precedence value to packets carrying voice traffic, so that these packets are allocated highest level of bandwidth access among all the flows. A flow having the highest IP Precedence value will have the least weight, so the highest bandwidth will be allocated by WFQ to this flow. In WFQ, we cannot specify the required amount of bandwidth
for voice traffic and, in most implementations, an IP Precedence value of 5 is configured for voice traffic. Once the required bandwidth is provided to voice traffic, WFQ will allocate bandwidth for other flows, including background traffic. WFQ can be enabled on an interface by using the **fair-queue** command in Cisco IOS. The first step in configuring CBWFQ is to create a class using the IOS **class-map** command for any traffic that needs to be policed. Then, properties of each class can be set. The final step is to enable the CBWFQ policy on an interface.

The VPN configuration includes a VPN server, a VPN client, an application remote or client, and an application server. A single PC acts both as an application server and a VPN client. The VPN server uses the VPN service included in the Windows 2000 Server operating system [Mic04]. In this configuration, Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) [Cis06b] and the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) [Mic98] are used for encryption.

Continuous and ON-OFF voice traffic are generated by a special version of the Catalyst IP Tone product by enabling and disabling the “Enable Auto TX Setting Below” option in the application. The Catalyst IP Tone software generates an approximately uniform distribution of ON and OFF times based on the minimum and maximum values specified.

### 3.3 Test Bed

This section discusses the test bed that was created to perform various experiments. Figure 3.1 illustrates the end-to-end LMRVoIP system for testing QoS queuing schemes.

#### 3.3.1 Test Bed Components

The major system components included in the test system are described below.

- The client (Catalyst remote) and server (Catalyst server): The client and server hosts run the LMRVoIP application, in this case a variation of the Catalyst IP Tone application. The client generates voice traffic at a rate determined by the selected codec and sends it to the server.

- Iperf server and Iperf client: The Iperf client sends packets to the Iperf server to generate background traffic to compete with LMRVoIP traffic. The background traffic generated by the Iperf client is intended to emulate traffic from non-LMRVoIP sources, such as electronic mail, file transfer, and web traffic. The Iperf tool is discussed in Section 3.3.2.

- Three Cisco 2514 routers: Three Cisco 2514 routers constitute an IP “cloud” that represents an intermediate or backbone network. The routers are configured with different router queuing schemes, as discussed in Section 3.2 above and in Chapter 4.

- Control host: The control host is used to run Expect scripts and to access all routers and computers via the network. The Expect tool is discussed in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Testing Tools

The various testing tools used are described below.

**Iperf:** Iperf is a free tool that can be used to generate TCP or UDP traffic of different rates and different packet sizes and to measure the performance of those traffic flows [Ipe05]. We use Iperf primarily as a traffic generation tool to create background traffic in a controlled manner. Iperf allows the tuning of various parameters, such as TCP window size and maximum transmission unit (MTU). Iperf is used to measure maximum TCP bandwidth and UDP characteristics. Iperf reports bandwidth, delay, jitter, and datagram loss.

**Ethereal:** Ethereal (now called “Wire Shark”) is free network “sniffer” for Microsoft Windows or Linux that can be used to capture and analyze network traffic [Eth05]. A text-based version of this tool called Tethereal is used in this research. In this research, Tethereal is used to capture the traffic at the server. The captured traffic is used to determine performance results such as application throughput, delay, jitter, and signaling overhead.

**TCL:** Tool Command Language (TCL), supported by free tools, is a simple scripting language for controlling and extending applications [Ous94] [Wel03][Tcl04]. It provides generic programming facilities, such as variables, loops, and procedures. We primarily used TCL to analyze the trace files created by Tethereal to determine performance results.

**Expect:** Expect is a tool for automating interactive applications such as telnet, ftp, and rlogin [Exp05]. Expect is also useful for testing these same applications. In this research, Expect scripts have been developed to configure the network for experiments. The expect scripts run on the control host.

3.3.3 Test Bed Configuration

Figure 3.1 shows the test bed used for testing the queuing mechanisms. It consists of three routers – Router One, Router Two, and Router Three – that are connected by 38,400 bps serial links. Router Three has two inputs from 10-Mbps Ethernet local area networks (LANs). One LAN contains an LMRVoIP client (Catalyst remote) running the Catalyst IP Tone application. The client, using a special version of IP Tone, generates traffic at a rate determined by the voice codec and, also, can generate traffic according to an ON/OFF pattern that can be specified via control settings in the special version of the IP Tone application. The other LAN contains an Iperf client, which, together with an Iperf server, allows controlled generation of background traffic to compete with LMRVoIP traffic for network resources. Traffic flows from the Catalyst remote and the Iperf client move through Router Three, to Router Two, and on to Router One. Beyond Router One, the traffic is delivered to the 10-Mbps Ethernet LAN containing the LMRVoIP server (Catalyst server), Iperf server, and control host. Traffic is captured using Tethereal on this LAN. The captured traffic is analyzed after an experiment using a TCL script to determine performance results including application throughput, delay, jitter, and signaling overhead.
The intermediate or backbone network is constructed from three Cisco 2514 routers. Router Three connects to Router Two via a 38,400-bps serial connection. Router Two connects to Router One via a second 38,400-bps serial connection. While 38,400 bps is a low data rate, it is advantageous as it allows us to easily create controlled congestion conditions. And, some networks do use such low-capacity links.

### 3.4 Summary

The LMRVoIP problem was discussed in detail. The two key research questions addressed in this thesis were outlined. A high-level overview of different router configurations was given. Details about different router configurations, experiments performed, and results obtained are provided in Chapter 4. The testbed created to perform various experiments was discussed.

**Figure 3.1.** Network configuration for testing queuing mechanisms.
Chapter 4. Experiments and Results

This chapter discusses in detail the key assumptions made in this research, the two types of traffic generation patterns used to test QoS schemes, the test scripts developed to perform various experiments, and the test procedures followed to evaluate four different QoS schemes. There are separate sections for first-in, first-out (FIFO), priority queuing (PQ), weighted fair queuing (WFQ), and class-based weighted fair queuing (CBWFQ) queuing schemes, which explain configuration procedures for Cisco IOS and the associated code. These sections also discuss performance of the voice application in terms of four performance metrics. Finally, this chapter concludes with a discussion of the investigation of an LMRVoIP application over a virtual private network (VPN).

4.1 Key Assumptions

The following assumptions were made in this research.

Codec: The Catalyst gateway application and Catalyst remote application were configured to use the GSM codec [Sch03]. It generates a 13-kbp/s constant bit stream in compressed form. By considering one codec, we were able to improve accuracy by conducting more experiments with the same parameter sets. Experiments done using other codecs would likely lead to similar results. The other codecs may have higher or lower bitrate and the baseline test would give us a reference value of application throughput, which can be used to compare results from different queuing schemes.

Size of background packets: The packet size of a background packet is set to same size as that of a voice packet. The packet size of a GSM application payload is 342 bytes and its size after including UDP, IP, and link layer headers is 384 bytes. In a network, the packet size of a background packet depends on the nature of the application generating a particular packet and the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the link. Since, in this research, the objective is to compare the four different queuing schemes, the packet size of a background packet is set to 384 bytes (including all of the headers) using Iperf in all experiments.

Static routing: All of the Cisco routers are configured with static routing. Static routing can be achieved by the use of static routes. The Cisco IOS IP Route command is used to configure static routes. An alternative is to run a dynamic routing protocol, such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [Tho03]. Experiments conducted using static routing or dynamic routing protocols in a stable network with no topology changes will likely lead to comparable or similar results. After the routing tables of the routers stabilize, it should’t affect the performance of the LMRVoIP application, as LMRVoIP application operates in layer 4 and layer 5 of the TCP/IP model, whereas routing protocols operate at layer 3 of the TCP/IP model.
4.2 Investigation of the Performance of Queuing Schemes

This section discusses about two types of traffic patterns used to perform various tests, test scripts developed to automate the configuration of the network and to analyze the data captured by Tethereal, and test procedures followed.

4.2.1 Traffic Generation

The variation of the Catalyst IP Tone application is configured to produce each of the following two patterns.

Continuous voice traffic: Continuous voice traffic is generated at the LMRVoIP client (Catalyst remote) connected to Router THREE and sent to the LMRVoIP server (Catalyst server), which is connected to Router ONE, as shown in Figure 3.1.

ON-OFF voice traffic: Four parameters that are used to specify ON-OFF voice traffic in the Catalyst IP Tone application: maximum ON time, minimum ON time, maximum OFF time, and minimum OFF time. For our testing, all these four parameters are set in such a way they are somewhat representative of push-to-talk voice traffic as captured from live use in an operational LMR system. The parameters set are maximum ON time = 18 s, minimum ON time = 1 s, maximum OFF time = 75 s, and minimum OFF time = 1 s. These parameters are set in the special variation of the Catalyst IP Tone product that is running at the LMRVoIP client connected to Router THREE. The LMRVoIP client generates ON-OFF voice traffic according to the specified parameters.

4.2.2 Expect and TCL Test Scripts

Test scripts for the Expect tool have been developed to configure the network for experiments. The Expect scripts run on the control host as shown in Figure 3.1, which can access all routers and computers via the network. Note that this configuration traffic is carried over the network prior to beginning the actual test and, thus, does not contribute to the background traffic in the network. The expect scripts perform the following functions.

1) Configure Cisco router configurations through Cisco’s IOS. Expect provides IOS commands interactively in response to prompts from the router. Different Expect scripts configure different settings on the routers during various tests, such as changing the QoS queuing scheme and configuring associated parameters.

2) Configure and start the Iperf client and server to generate about 38 kbps of UDP application traffic, which emulates background traffic.

TCL scripts have also been developed to analyze data captured by Tethereal. The scripts determine voice throughput, average jitter, maximum jitter, and signaling overhead. The number of TCP packets used by the LMRVoIP application for signaling is a measure of signaling overhead. The scripts are documented in more detail in the appendix.
The status of an ongoing test can be determined by examining information on individual routers. This can be done interactively at the control host.

4.2.3 Test Procedure

For each of the four QoS queuing schemes, tests, as described below, were conducted using both continuous and ON-OFF voice traffic.

4.2.3.1 Continuous Voice Traffic Case

Each of the following tests was run for 10 minutes using continuous voice traffic.

1) Baseline testing: In baseline tests, only LMRVoIP traffic is sent and no other traffic is sent. These tests are performed to get reference parameters under ideal conditions when there is no competition for network resources from background traffic. The reference parameters obtained from these tests are used to compare results with different QoS queuing schemes with background traffic. Traffic from the LMRVoIP application is generated and transmitted from the LMRVoIP client to the LMRVoIP server and no other traffic is carried in the network. These tests are carried out with FIFO configuration, but all configurations will lead to similar results since there is no competing background traffic.

2) Testing beyond saturation: To ensure link saturation, all tests were carried with the total rate of offered traffic being about 150% of the serial link’s capacity. This loading is achieved by generating UDP background traffic at the rate of about 38 Kbps as measured at the application layer. This results in about 43 Kbps of background traffic after UDP and IP headers are considered. There is about 16 Kbps of voice traffic generated by the GSM codec, after including IP and UDP or TCP transport layer headers. The four queuing schemes described in Section 2.4 were tested with this load. The queuing scheme, FIFO, PQ, WFQ, or CBWFQ, is configured on all router interfaces. WFQ is tested with one and two different background traffic flows.

4.2.3.2 ON-OFF Voice Traffic Case

To represent the range of values observed in push-to-talk traffic as captured from a live LMR operation, the ON duration was chosen to vary from 1 to 18 seconds and the OFF duration was chosen to vary from 1 to 75 seconds. The ON and OFF duration is configured on the LMRVoIP client running a special build of the Catalyst IP Tone application. Each of the five tests performed for continuous traffic case, namely FIFO queuing, PQ, WFQ, and CBWFQ, is repeated using ON-OFF traffic instead of continuous traffic. Background traffic is generated by Iperf at 38 Kbps at the application layer. All tests were performed over a longer period to allow router queues to stabilize, but the data is collected for 10 minutes after the initial “warm up” period.

An additional test with ON-OFF traffic was performed for CBWFQ. This test was run for 20 minutes to determine if variability in results for the different trials of CBWFQ is due to
variability in the amount of traffic generated by the special version of Catalyst IP Tone, which might be present in a 10-minute test.

### 4.3 Configuration and Results for First-In-First-Out (FIFO) Queuing

This section provides configuration details for the FIFO queuing scheme and results obtained from the experiments.

#### 4.3.1 First-In-First-Out Configuration

On high bandwidth interfaces, the routers enable FIFO queuing by default. On interfaces with less than 2 Mbps of bandwidth, namely the serial interfaces, executing the following Cisco IOS command on all three routers enables FIFO.

```
Interface serial 0
No fair-queue
```

By default in a Cisco router, the outbound FIFO queue can hold 40 packets and the inbound FIFO queue can hold 75 packets.

#### 4.3.2 Results for Baseline Case (Only LMRVoIP Traffic)

To ensure that results are representative, three trials are run for each experiment. Results are provided for each trial and aggregate statistics for all three trials are also presented. Table 4-1 shows the legend used to indicate the parameters measured in the tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-1. Legend for Labels used in the Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP Throughput (voice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Jitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Jitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Packets (Signaling Overhead)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Confidence Interval (Lower Value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Confidence Interval (Upper Value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trials 1, 2, and 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results from baseline tests carried out with FIFO configuration are discussed in this section. Results from these tests in which only LMRVoIP traffic is sent and no other traffic is sent are given in Table 4-2. The baseline test provides values to compare to the results using different queuing schemes. For the case of continuous traffic, the mean throughput is 15.4 Kbps, which includes IP and TCP or UDP transport layer headers. For the case of ON-OFF traffic, the mean throughput is 3.6 Kbps because LMRVoIP traffic is not transmitted continuously. The average jitter and the number of TCP packets used by the LMRVoIP application for signaling are shown in the table.

Table 4-2. Results for Baseline Case with only LMRVoIP Traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous Traffic</th>
<th>ON-OFF Traffic</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
<td>MJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>15.394</td>
<td>5.399</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.494</td>
<td>5.642</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>15.599</td>
<td>5.471</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.978</td>
<td>6.263</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>15.418</td>
<td>5.425667</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>11.666</td>
<td>3.588</td>
<td>6.0133</td>
<td>277.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.154</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.3279</td>
<td>135.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>434</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
<td>15.225</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>5.639</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
<td>15.61</td>
<td>5.469</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The maximum jitter between any two successive voice packets was found for the three trials performed and maximum of the maximum jitter values among all three trials is 187 ms for continuous voice traffic case and 434 ms for ON-OFF voice traffic case. The 95% confidence intervals for throughput, average jitter, and number of TCP packets are shown.

4.3.3 Results for First-In-First-Out Queuing

With FIFO queuing, the buffer fills due to congestion and there is an equal chance that packets from the voice traffic flow and the background traffic flow will be dropped. FIFO queuing is not desirable as a standalone method to manage interface congestion. The results from tests using FIFO queuing are shown in Table 4-3. The problems with FIFO queuing are discussed in Section 2.4.

Table 4-3. Results for FIFO Queuing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous Traffic</th>
<th>ON-OFF Traffic</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
<td>MJ</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
<td>MJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>6.869</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>6.747</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>7.288</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.521</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>6.968</td>
<td>230.333</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>213.5</td>
<td>750.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.2838</td>
<td>2.516</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.645</td>
<td>0.0735</td>
<td>13.435</td>
<td>122.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>837</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
<td>6.648</td>
<td>227.487</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>198.304</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
<td>7.288</td>
<td>233.179</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.514</td>
<td>228.7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As seen in Table 4-3 for the case of continuous traffic, the mean throughput of voice traffic is 6.9 Kbps, which indicates a loss of more than 50% of voice packets when compared to the baseline value of 15.4 Kbps. The same conclusion can also be drawn for the case of ON-OFF traffic where the mean voice packet throughput is 0.8 Kbps, compared to 3.6 Kbps in the baseline case, due to loss of voice packets. The mean jitter increased to 230 ms and 213 ms from baseline values for continuous traffic and ON-OFF traffic cases, respectively, because voice traffic was not given priority over background traffic. The maximum jitter is 985 ms and 837 ms for continuous traffic and ON-OFF traffic cases, respectively, which would cause noticeable gaps in the received audio at the server resulting in poor voice quality. Graphs for throughput, average jitter, maximum jitter, and number of TCP packets are shown in Section 4.7.

4.4 Configuration and Results for Priority Queuing (PQ)

This section provides configuration details for the PQ scheme and results obtained from the experiments.

4.4.1 Priority Queuing Configuration

The following steps are required to enable Priority Queuing on a router interface.

1) Identify traffic types for each of the four priority queues.
2) Assign a maximum queue depth to each of the priority queues.
3) Assign the priority queues to an interface.

Traffic is assigned to one of four priority queues which are high, medium, normal, and low, based on network protocol, packet size, originating interface, and access-list that identifies specific addresses or higher-layer protocols. Here, the Cisco IOS priority-list command is used to match LMRVoIP signaling and application packets with specific TCP and UDP port numbers and place the identified packets in the high priority queue. The default values for queue depth are used, which are 20 packets for the high priority queue, 40 packets for the medium priority queue, 60 packets for the normal priority queue, and 80 packets for the low priority queue. Since packets in lower priority queues must wait more often, the lower-priority queues accommodate more packets by default. Finally, the priority-group command is used to enable priority queuing on an interface. Configuration of priority queuing for the serial interfaces of all the routers is performed as shown below using Cisco IOS. To configure the clock rate for the hardware connections on serial interfaces such as network interface modules (NIMs) and interface processors to an acceptable bit rate, Cisco IOS clock rate interface configuration command is used [Cis07c].

```
priority-list 2 protocol ip high tcp 8896
priority-list 2 protocol ip high udp 60600
interface Serial0
ip address 10.20.0.2 255.255.255.0
priority-group 2
clockrate 38400
```
4.4.2 Results for Priority Queuing

In this configuration, LMRVoIP traffic is placed in the high priority queue and background traffic is placed in the normal queue. As a result, LMRVoIP traffic is given preferential treatment over background traffic. LMRVoIP traffic benefits greatly from this configuration as is evident from the results in Table 4-4. Throughput for the continuous traffic case was 14.4 Kbps, which is nearly equal to the baseline value and the throughput for the ON-OFF traffic case also improved from the value obtained for FIFO queuing. Also, LMRVoIP traffic incurs the least possible latency and jitter with PQ as it is placed in the high queue. For example, the mean jitter for the continuous traffic case and ON-OFF traffic is 40.2 ms and 39.042 ms, respectively, a substantial improvement over the FIFO configuration. The maximum jitter for the ON-OFF traffic case is 847 ms, which is greater than the 837 ms observed for the FIFO configuration. This may be due to a series of other packets, such as Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) [KR03] packets and Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) [Huc03] packets, which may be present between two successive voice packets resulting in high jitter. Thus, maximum jitter tells us how large jitter may be and should not be individually used to judge the overall performance. Graphs for throughput, average jitter, maximum jitter, and number of TCP packets are shown in Section 4.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous Traffic</th>
<th>ON-OFF Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>14.368</td>
<td>40.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>40.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>14.421</td>
<td>40.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>14.453</td>
<td>40.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.104733</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
<td>14.335</td>
<td>40.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>40.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Configuration and Results for Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)

This section provides configuration details for the WFQ scheme and results obtained from the experiments.

4.5.1 Weighted Fair Queuing Configuration

The Cisco IOS `fair-queue` command is used to enable fair queuing on serial interfaces of all three routers as shown below.

```
interface Serial0
ip address 10.20.0.2 255.255.255.0
fair-queue
clockrate 38400
```
LMRVoIP traffic needs to be assigned the maximum allowed IP precedence value of 5 so that WFQ will allocate LMRVoIP traffic a greater proportion of available bandwidth than background traffic. The “weighted” part of WFQ comes into play when used with the IP Precedence field. Note that this marking is only done on the ingress router, which is Router THREE for the test configuration, as shown in Figure 3.1. The route-map feature supported by Cisco IOS is used for marking packets received by interface Ethernet0 at Router THREE, which is connected to the LMRVoIP client (Catalyst remote). The configuration performed on Router THREE using Cisco IOS is shown below.

```
route-map setprecedence permit 10
match ip address 101
set ip precedence critical
interface Ethernet0
ip address 10.50.0.1 255.255.255.0
ip policy route-map setprecedence
```

Between flows of different priority levels, WFQ allocates bandwidth based on weights associated with the flows. The following formula is used by WFQ to assign weights to flows with different IP Precedence bit values [Kea00]:

\[
\text{Weight} = \frac{4096}{(1 + \text{IP-Precedence})}
\]

(4.1)

When there are two flows in the network (the LMRVoIP flow and a single background traffic flow), the bandwidth allocated by WFQ is given by Table 4-5.

**Table 4-5. WFQ Bandwidth Allocation to Different Flows**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>IP Precedence</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Bandwidth%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LMRVoIP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated in Table 4.5, LMRVoIP traffic is allocated a bandwidth percentage of 85.7, which accounts for 32.9 Kbps out of 38.4 Kbps serial link. Typically, voice flow including LMRVoIP flow will consume less bandwidth than background traffic. Once the LMRVoIP flow consumes its required bandwidth, WFQ will start allocating bandwidth for the background traffic flow.

**4.5.2 Results for Weighted Fair Queuing**

The results for the tests with WFQ are shown in Table 4-6. LMRVoIP packets are marked with an IP precedence value of 5, while background packets have default IP precedence value of 0. The greater allocation of capacity to LMRVoIP traffic is evident from the results. For example, the mean throughput for the continuous traffic case is 14.5 Kbps, which is near the baseline value. The mean jitter is 40.76 ms, a huge improvement over the FIFO configuration. We can also see improvement in throughput for the ON-OFF traffic case compared to results for FIFO queuing. Throughput for the ON-OFF case is 2.9 Kbps and the mean jitter is 39.65 ms. Graphs for throughput, average jitter, maximum jitter, and number of TCP packets are shown in Section 4.7.
Table 4-6. Results for WFQ (Single Background Traffic Flow)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous Traffic</th>
<th>ON-OFF Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>14.527</td>
<td>40.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>14.499</td>
<td>40.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>14.721</td>
<td>40.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>14.582</td>
<td>40.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
<td>14.445</td>
<td>40.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
<td>14.715</td>
<td>40.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance with WFQ is affected by the number of competing flows, not just the amount of competing traffic. To observe the effect of additional background traffic flows on LMRVoIP application performance, the background traffic was divided among two flows, i.e., the total amount of background traffic was kept constant but it was sent as two separate flows. Results for this test are shown in Table 4-7. As seen in the table, increasing the number of background traffic flows adversely affects the performance of the LMRVoIP application traffic. The most significant difference is the increase in average jitter. For example, the average jitter for continuous traffic with one competing flow is about 41 ms, while the average jitter with two competing flows is about 145 ms. Jitter is increased because voice packets may have to wait for the additional flow to be serviced. Similar results are also obtained for ON-OFF traffic case, in which average jitter is about 40 ms and 120 ms for one and two competing flows, respectively.

Table 4-7. Results for WFQ (Two Background Traffic Flows)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous Traffic</th>
<th>ON-OFF Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>13.472</td>
<td>144.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>13.697</td>
<td>144.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>13.711</td>
<td>145.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>13.6267</td>
<td>144.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.134128</td>
<td>0.140475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
<td>13.475</td>
<td>144.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
<td>13.77</td>
<td>145.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.151699</td>
<td>0.158878</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Configuration and Results for Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ)

This section provides configuration details for the CBWFQ scheme and results obtained from the experiments.
4.6.1 Configuration for Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing

Three steps are needed to configure router interfaces to use CBWFQ:

1) Sort traffic into classes.
2) Apply policies to classes.
3) Assign a service policy to an interface.

For any traffic that needs to be policed with certain QoS parameters, a separate class has to be created with the Cisco IOS `class-map` command. Class “voice” and class “default” are created to correspond to LMRVoIP traffic and background traffic, respectively. We can assign traffic to a class using the Cisco IOS `access-group` command. The `access-group` and `access-list` features offered by Cisco IOS are used to match LMRVoIP traffic. Class voice is configured as a priority queue using the IOS `priority` command and bandwidth of 17 kbps is allocated. Traffic which is not matched for QoS, i.e., background traffic in this case, is matched with class default. The default class can be made to operate in WFQ mode by the `fair-queue` command. CBWFQ is enabled on serial interfaces using the `service-policy output catalyst` command. The procedure to configure CBWFQ, which is done on all three routers, is given below.

```
class-map match-all voice
   match access-group 101
policy-map catalyst
   class voice
      priority 17
   class class-default
      fair-queue

interface Ethernet0
   ip address 10.50.0.1 255.255.255.0
   service-policy output catalyst
```

4.6.2 Results for Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing

Results from the CBWFQ test are shown in Table 4-8. With CBWFQ, LMRVoIP traffic is placed in the “voice” class, allocated a bandwidth of 17 Kbps, and configured as a priority queue. As expected, results show substantial improvement over those for FIFO queuing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Continuous Traffic</th>
<th>ON-OFF Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UTP</td>
<td>AJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>14.427</td>
<td>40.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>14.481</td>
<td>40.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>14.789</td>
<td>40.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.1952</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
<td>14.345</td>
<td>40.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
<td>14.785</td>
<td>40.591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The throughput for the continuous traffic case is 14.4 Kbps, which is a significant improvement over results for FIFO queuing. Similarly, the mean jitter is 40.5 ms, a huge improvement over mean jitter for FIFO queuing. Results also indicate improvement in throughput and average jitter for the ON-OFF traffic case. While the router is providing background traffic with its proportion of bandwidth, there is a chance that the buffer maintained for LMRVoIP traffic may overflow and, hence, LMRVoIP packets may be lost.

Given the variability seen in results for CBWFQ, especially for the number of TCP packets ($N$), an additional test was run. Three additional trials were run for 20 minutes each. Results are shown in Table 4-9. The total ON time and the total number of calls were fairly consistent across all three trials, but there was still variability in the number of TCP packets. The results tend to indicate that the variability in TCP traffic is due to the normal variability in TCP’s operation and not the difference in offered load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4-9. ON-OFF Traffic Results for CBWFQ with 20-minute Trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the observations and analysis after running a few tests for long periods, we can conclude that this variability is likely due to the manner in which the sockets and associated timers are implemented. However, the variability in the number of TCP packets and the extra capacity consumed by TCP packets due to variability is not excessive and the fact that the number of TCP packets varies is not really a performance concern. Therefore, the number of TCP packets should not be individually used to determine the performance of a LMRVoIP application.

### 4.7 Graphs Showing Performance Metrics Versus Queuing Schemes

Graphs for throughput, average jitter, maximum jitter, and signaling overhead for different queuing schemes for both continuous and ON-OFF traffic cases are show in Figure 4.1 through Figure 4.8. The error bar for each value indicates the 95% confidence interval.

### 4.8 Investigation of LMRVoIP with Virtual Private Networks

The performance of the LMRVoIP application was investigated with the use of VPN taking into consideration packet encryption, packet decryption, and latency introduced by extra packet processing at the LMRVoIP client.
Figure 4.1. Throughput for continuous LMRVoIP traffic.

Figure 4.2. Average jitter for continuous LMRVoIP traffic.

Figure 4.3. Maximum jitter for continuous LMRVoIP traffic.
Figure 4.4. Signaling overhead for continuous LMRVoIP traffic.

Figure 4.5. Throughput for ON-OFF LMRVoIP traffic.

Figure 4.6. Average jitter for ON-OFF LMRVoIP traffic.
4.8.1 Network Configuration for VPN Testing

Figure 4.9 shows the network configuration used for VPN testing. The LMRVoIP client is on a remote network. It establishes a VPN connection to a VPN server. The VPN server for used in the testing used the VPN service in the Windows 2000 Server operating system. In an operational scenario, the VPN server would be inside the protected network or at the border of the protected network and the public network. The VPN can then send unencrypted packets to the LMRVoIP server. In an operational scenario, the LMRVoIP server would be inside the protected network.

4.8.2 Observed Results for VPN Testing

The packet flow from the LMRVoIP client (Catalyst remote) to the LMRVoIP server (Catalyst server) was observed to be as follows. Packets from the LMRVoIP server to the LMRVoIP client take the reverse path.
Packets from the LMRVoIP client (the source IP address is 10.40.0.2) are sent to the VPN server at its public interface (the destination IP address is 10.60.0.4). The packets are encapsulated and encrypted. In our particular configuration General Record Encapsulation (GRE) and the Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) are used. Figure 4.10 shows packets captured between the LMRVoIP client and the VPN server. Ethereal was used to capture the packets. Packets from the LMRVoIP client to the VPN server are marked as being PPTP compressed packets and are encrypted. Packets from the VPN server to the LMRVoIP client are marked as being GRE packets and are also encrypted.

Figure 4.9. Network configuration for VPN testing.

The VPN server decrypts packets destined for the LMRVoIP server and forwards the packets to the LMRVoIP server (the destination IP address is 10.50.0.2). The packets are sent from the VPN server using a private address assigned to the LMRVoIP client (the IP address is 10.50.0.11). Figure 4.11 shows packets captured between the VPN server and the LMRVoIP server. Note that packets are sent “in the clear” and appear to be standard LMRVoIP application packets. Packets are received at the LMRVoIP server as though they were sent by the LMRVoIP client, but with the VPN’s IP address as the source IP address. Thus, packets sent from the LMRVoIP server to the LMRVoIP client will be addressed back to the VPN server.

The LMRVoIP application performed correctly with the client using a virtual private network. Note that some modest latency is introduced by the extra packet processing at the LMRVoIP client and the VPN server and that a modest increase in bandwidth consumption occurs due to the overhead of packet encapsulation between the LMRVoIP client and the VPN server.
### 4.9 Summary

This chapter presented key assumptions made in this research, types of traffic used to perform various experiments, test scripts developed, and test procedures. The configurations for FIFO, PQ, WFQ, CBWFQ, and VPN were presented and the corresponding results were presented and discussed. Chapter 5 provides conclusions and suggests future work.
Chapter 5. Conclusions and Future Work

This concluding chapter first briefly summarizes the salient features of this thesis. The next section then discusses the relative advantages and disadvantages of the four different router queuing schemes based on the results from this research. This section also suggests possible situations where these queuing schemes can be used and not used. The final section cites potential topics for future research.

5.1 Summary

The performance of a typical LMRVoIP application was studied in this thesis under both continuous and ON-OFF voice traffic cases. The ON-OFF voice traffic represents characteristics of a typical LMRVoIP call, as communication is mostly bursty and half-duplex. Jitter and application throughput are important QoS metrics for a real-time application. The LMRVoIP application’s performance was investigated under four different router queuing schemes, first-in first-out queuing, priority queuing, weighted fair queuing, and class-based weighted fair queuing. Performance was based on four performance metrics, average voice application throughput, jitter, maximum jitter, and signaling overhead. The procedure for configuring FIFO, PQ, WFQ, and CBWFQ router queuing schemes and the associated code were presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 also discussed results for the four different QoS router queuing schemes. Graphs plotting the four performance metrics for the four queuing schemes were shown in Section 4.7. Finally, the performance of the LMRVoIP application was studied with the use of a virtual private network, taking into consideration packet encryption, packet decryption, and the latency introduced by extra packet processing at the LMRVoIP client.

5.2 Conclusions

In first-in first-out queuing, we are unable to prioritize LMRVoIP traffic. With FIFO queuing, the first packet placed in the outbound queue is transmitted first, regardless of the importance of the packet. This method is obviously detrimental to LMRVoIP traffic because voice traffic needs to be given priority over other, delay-tolerant traffic and should move to the front of the queue for transmission. As a result, LMRVoIP traffic experiences low throughput because of high packet loss, high average jitter, and high maximum jitter. Therefore, FIFO provides poor performance in heavily loaded networks.

Priority queuing has the best overall performance in terms of throughput, average jitter, and maximum jitter for both continuous and ON-OFF traffic cases because it provides exclusive priority for voice traffic. However, if there are a sufficient number of voice flows, voice traffic can consume too much link capacity. This situation can lead to starvation for background traffic, as PQ provides strict priority to voice traffic. The goal of deploying a queuing scheme is to be fair to all the flows and to give voice traffic some priority, though not exclusive priority. Therefore, PQ may not an acceptable solution for environments which may have a large amount of voice traffic, because PQ tends to starve non-voice applications in such situations. But, PQ can be an acceptable solution for LMRVoIP if the level of voice traffic, relative to link capacity,
is not too high. For networks carrying multiple types of delay-intolerant traffic, for example if we have LMRVoIP traffic and video traffic sharing the same links, PQ can be used as long as the amount of delay-intolerant traffic is not too high. Priorities should be set to match application requirements. Often, LMRVoIP might be considered to be mission critical and, thus, would be assigned to the highest priority, other delay-intolerant traffic could be assigned to a lower priority, and non-real-time traffic could be assigned to the lowest priority level.

In weighted fair queuing, the bandwidth allocated to a flow depends on the number of flows and their IP Precedence values. Thus, we cannot allocate a fixed amount of bandwidth to LMRVoIP traffic with WFQ configuration. Under the assumptions of this study, 16 Kbps is required for continuous voice traffic case and 3.6 Kbps is required for ON-OFF voice traffic case. In this research performance of LMRVoIP application under WFQ was studied with one and two background flows. It was found that an increase in number of background flows adversely affects the LMRVoIP application, leading to a reduction in application throughput and an increase in average jitter. In a live network, there can be many flows and the number of flows may vary, so WFQ should not be used as we cannot guarantee a certain amount of bandwidth to the LMRVoIP traffic. In a network, where the number of flows is constant or if we can determine the number of flows in advance, then WFQ can be used, with LMRVoIP traffic being allocated its required bandwidth.

Class-based weighted fair queuing has properties of both PQ and WFQ. We can assign LMRVoIP traffic to a priority queue and, also, configure the bandwidth required for LMRVoIP traffic to the class designated for it. If the LMRVoIP traffic exceeds the configured bandwidth, then the next configured class is served. After this class is serviced, CBWFQ checks the priority class for any packet waiting for transmission before servicing other classes. Thus, CBWFQ overcomes the limitations of PQ by not starving background traffic and it overcomes the limitations of WFQ and by offering the ability to configure bandwidth for a prioritized class. If we know in advance the maximum number of sources, i.e., LMRVoIP servers and clients, that will generate voice traffic, then we can configure the network capacity with CBWFQ. Thus, for different network situations, both PQ and CBWFQ could perform almost equally well. Therefore, CBWFQ is attractive for LMRVoIP in many situations because it provides priority to important traffic and, at the same time, avoids starvation and provides appropriate fairness to all other traffic.

Virtual private networks are used to make communication secure through authentication and, potentially, encryption for privacy. With the use of a VPN, there may be a modest increase in latency due to extra packet processing at the LMRVoIP client and VPN server and, also, an increase in bandwidth due to the overhead of packet encapsulation. The LMRVoIP application was tested over a VPN and it was found to perform well.

5.3 Contributions

This research provided results for the performance of a time-sensitive LMRVoIP system. Results for the performance evaluation of a LMRVoIP application was provided for four different Quality of Service queuing schemes, which are First-In First-Out Queuing, Priority Queuing, Weighted Fair Queuing, and Class Based Weighted Fair Queuing. Results are provided for both ON-OFF traffic case and continuous traffic case. CBWFQ is attractive to
LMRVoIP traffic in many situations, because it overcomes the limitations of both PQ and WFQ. In CBWFQ, we can assign LMRVoIP class to a priority queue and, also, configured the bandwidth required for LMRVoIP traffic. CBWFQ overcomes the limitations of PQ by not starving the background traffic and it overcomes the limitation of WFQ by offering ability to configure bandwidth for the LMRVoIP class.

Different tools such as ethereal, iperf, TCL, and expect have been integrated so that different experiments can be performed efficiently. Expect scripts have been developed for automatic configuration of the network for different queuing schemes so that regression testing can be performed quickly and efficiently. TCL scripts have been developed to analyze the data from regression tests to get performance metrics, which are, UDP application throughput, jitter, maximum jitter, and number of TCP packets.

5.4 Future Work

There are several directions in which research can take place in future. Wireless networks have properties of high bit error rate and relatively lower bandwidth than wired media. Performance comparison of different low-bit rate codecs in a wireless network can be studied. Measurement of voice quality is an important issue for packet-switched VoIP networks because it uses non-linear low-bit rate codecs. Perceptual speech quality measurement (PSQM) is an objective voice quality algorithm defined by ITU-T recommendation P.861 [ITU98]. PSQM is used primarily to test networks that use speech compression, digital speech interpolation, and packetization. Experiments to measure voice quality using PSQM can be conducted. Echo is a phenomenon related to delay which exists in PSTN and VoIP networks, but is more noticeable in the latter because of its levels of delay [PH01]. Investigation of different echo cancellation schemes can be done in future. Another possible future research topic is differential treatment of different flows of LMRVoIP application traffic. One variant of this would consider the priority of different users. The source would send packets in such a manner that intermediate routers could apply appropriate QoS for traffic from only critical and high-priority users.

In a more complex network supporting multiple applications and multiple flows with quality of service, queuing schemes such as WFQ and CBWFQ may also still allow some voice packets to be lost. Error recovery schemes that will eliminate or reduce this problem can be investigated. Potential fundamental approaches include forward error correction (FEC) [KR03], automatic repeat request (ARQ) [KR03], or some hybrid of FEC and ARQ. FEC implemented at the application allows information in lost packets to be recovered based on information in other packets that are received. Coding must be applied across multiple packets, which will introduce delay at the sender. FEC will also introduce computational complexity and increase network utilization even in error-free environments. ARQ can introduce delay, but likely would work well under moderate load conditions without continuously increasing network utilization like FEC. Use of both FEC and ARQ could increase jitter, which could be accommodated through the use of a jitter (or elastic) buffer at the receiver. The objective of the research would be to find the best match of existing error correction schemes to the properties of land mobile radio codecs and user requirements.
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Appendix A: Router Configurations

This appendix documents the router configurations used in the experiments for different queuing schemes. The network configuration shown in Figure 3.1 is assumed. Routers can be configured using the scripts in Appendix B.

A.1. Router ONE Configuration

hostname ONE

enable password cisco

class-map match-all voice
    match access-group 101

policy-map catalyst
    class voice
        priority 17
    class class-default
        fair-queue

interface Ethernet0
    ip address 10.0.0.2 255.255.255.0

interface Ethernet1
    ip address 10.10.0.1 255.255.255.0

interface Serial0
    ip address 10.20.0.1 255.255.255.0
    no fair-queue

    ip classless
    ip route 10.30.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.20.0.2
    ip route 10.40.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.20.0.2
    ip route 10.50.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.20.0.2

    access-list 101 permit udp any any eq 60600
    access-list 101 permit tcp any any eq 8896
    priority-list 2 protocol ip high tcp 8896
    priority-list 2 protocol ip high udp 60600
    no cdp run

    route-map setprecedence permit 10
        match ip address 101
        set ip precedence critical

end

A.2. Router TWO Configuration

hostname TWO

enable password cisco

class-map match-all voice
match access-group 101

policy-map catalyst
class voice
  priority 17
class class-default
  fair-queue

interface Serial0
  ip address 10.20.0.2 255.255.255.0
  no fair-queue
  clockrate 38400

interface Serial1
  ip address 10.30.0.1 255.255.255.0

ip route 10.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.20.0.1
ip route 10.10.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.20.0.1
ip route 10.40.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.30.0.2
ip route 10.50.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.30.0.2

access-list 101 permit udp any any eq 60600
access-list 101 permit tcp any any eq 8896
priority-list 2 protocol ip high tcp 8896
priority-list 2 protocol ip high udp 60600

route-map setprecedence permit 10
  match ip address 101
  set ip precedence
end

A.3. Router THREE Configuration

hostname THREE

enable password cisco

class-map match-all voice
  match access-group 101

policy-map catalyst
class voice
  priority 17
class class-default
  fair-queue

interface Ethernet0
  ip address 10.50.0.1 255.255.255.0

interface Ethernet1
  ip address 10.40.0.1 255.255.255.0

interface Serial0
  ip address 10.30.0.2 255.255.255.0
  no fair-queue
  clockrate 38400
ip route 10.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.30.0.1
ip route 10.10.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.30.0.1
ip route 10.20.0.0 255.255.255.0 10.30.0.1

access-list 101 permit udp any any eq 60600
access-list 101 permit tcp any any eq 8896
priority-list 2 protocol ip high tcp 8896
priority-list 2 protocol ip high udp 60600

route-map setprecedence permit 10
match ip address 101
set ip precedence critical
end
Appendix B: Expect Test Scripts

This appendix specifies scripts used with Expect to enable FIFO, PQ, WFQ, and CBWFQ queuing mechanisms on Router ONE, Router TWO, and Router THREE, as shown in Figure 3.1.

B.1. First-In First-Out (FIFO) Queuing

B.1.1. Script to Configure Router ONE for FIFO Queuing

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# FIFO Configuration at Router 1 Fig 3.1
# usage is :       tclsh80   <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 1
# Telnetting into router 1
spawn telnet 10.10.0.1
expect "ONE>"
send "enab\r"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from “Cisco”
expect "Password:"  
send "cisco\r"
expect "ONE#"
send "config term\r"
expect "ONE(config)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"
puts "\n"
puts "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "ONE#"

B.1.2. Script to Configure Router TWO for FIFO Queuing

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# FIFO Configuration at Router 2 Fig 3.1
# usage is :       tclsh80   <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100
# Note that this script configures router 2
# Telnetting into router 2
spawn telnet 10.10.0.2
expect "TWO>"
send "enab\r"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
expect "Password:"
send "cisco\r"
expect "TWO#"
expect "TWO(config)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"

# Note that this script enables FIFO and
# Disables PQ, WFQ and CBWFQ
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"
puts "\n"
puts "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "TWO#"

B.1.3. Script to Configure Router THREE for FIFO Queuing

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# FIFO Configuration at Router 3 Fig 3.1
# usage is :        tclsh80  <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 3
# Telnetting into router 3
spawn telnet 10.30.0.2
expect "THREE>"
send "enab\r"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
expect "Password:"
send "cisco\r"
expect "THREE#"
expect "THREE(config)#"
puts "\n"
puts "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "THREE#"
# Disable route-map
send "no ip policy route-map setprecedence\r"

# Note that this script enables FIFO and
# Disables PQ, WFQ and CBWFQ
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
puts "\n"
puts "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "THREE#"

B.2. Priority Queuing (PQ)

B.2.1. Script to Configure Router ONE for PQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# PQ Configuration at Router 1 Fig 3.1
# usage is : tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 1
# Telnetting into router 1
spawn telnet 10.20.0.1
expect "ONE>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:"

# enable password configured is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
send "cisco\r"
expect "ONE#"
expect "ONE(config)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"

# Note that this script enables PQ and
# Disables FIFO, WFQ and CBWFQ
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "priority-group 2\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"
send "end\r"
expect "ONE#"
B.2.2. Script to Configure Router TWO for PQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# PQ Configuration at Router 2 Fig 3.1
# usage is: tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 2
# Telnetting into router 2
spawn telnet 10.20.0.2

expect "TWO>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from “Cisco”
send "cisco\r"
expect "TWO#"
send "config term\r"
expect "TWO(config)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"

# Note that this script enables PQ and
# Disables FIFO, WFQ and CBWFQ
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "priority-group 2\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"
send "end\r"
expect "TWO#"

B.2.3. Script to Configure Router THREE for PQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# PQ Configuration at Router 3 Fig 3.1
# usage is: tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 3
# Telnetting into router 3
spawn telnet 10.30.0.2

expect "THREE>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from “Cisco”
send "cisco\r"
expect "THREE#"
send "config term\r"
expect "THREE(config)#"
send "interface e 1\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"

# Disable route-map
send "no ip policy route-map setprecedence\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"

# Note that this script enables PQ and
# Disables FIFO, WFQ and CBWFQ
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "priority-group 2\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
send "end\r"
expect "THREE#"

B.3. Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)

B.3.1. Script to Configure Router ONE for WFQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# WFQ Configuration at Router 1 Fig 3.1
# usage is : tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 1
# Telnetting into router 1
spawn telnet 10.10.0.1
expected "ONE>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:""}

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
send "cisco\r"
expect "ONE#"
send "config term\r"
expect "ONE(config)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"
# Note that this script enables WFQ and
# Disables PQ, FIFO and CBWFQ
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "fair-queue\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"
puts ":\nputs "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "ONE#"

B.3.2. Script to Configure Router TWO for WFQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# WFQ Configuration at Router 2 Fig 3.1
# usage is : tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 2
# Telnetting into router 2
spawn telnet 10.10.0.2

expect "TWO>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
send "cisco\r"
expect "TWO#"
send "config term\r"
expect "TWO(config)#"
puts "\n"# Note that this script enables WFQ and
# Disables PQ, FIFO and CBWFQ
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "fair-queue\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"
puts "\n"puts "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "TWO#"

B.3.3. Script to Configure Router THREE for WFQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# WFQ Configuration at Router 3 Fig 3.1
# usage is : tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100 secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 3
# Telnetting into router 3
spawn telnet 10.20.0.2
expect "THREE>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:")
send "cisco\r"
expect "THREE#"
send "config term\r"
expect "THREE(config)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface e 1\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"

# Enable route-map to mark Catalyst packets
send "ip policy route-map setprecedence\r"

# Note that this script enables WFQ and
# Disables PQ, FIFO and CBWFQ
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "no service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "fair-queue\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
puts "\n"
puts "Done with All the Configuration"
send "end\r"
expect "THREE#"

B.4. Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ)

B.4.1. Script to Configure Router ONE for CBWFQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# CBWFQ Configuration at Router 1 Fig 3.1
# usage is : tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times out after 100 secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 1
# Telnetting into router 1
spawn telnet 10.20.0.1
expect "ONE>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:")

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
send "cisco\r"
expect "ONE#"
send "config term\r"
expect "ONE(config)#"
puts "\\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"

# Note that this script enables CBWFQ and
# Disables PQ, FIFO and WFQ
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "ONE(config-if)#"
send "end\r"
expect "ONE#"

B.4.2. Script to Configure Router TWO for CBWFQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# CBWFQ Configuration at Router 2 Fig 3.1
# usage is :       tclsh80  <script name>

# Script times after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 2
# Telnetting into router 2
spawn telnet 10.20.0.2
expect "TWO>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:"

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
send "cisco\r"
expect "TWO#"
send "config term\r"
expect "TWO(config)#"
puts "\\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"

# Note that this script enables CBWFQ and
# Disables PQ, FIFO and WFQ
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "TWO(config-if)#"
send "end\r"
expect "TWO#"
B.4.3. Script to Configure Router THREE for CBWFQ

# Expect Router Configuration Script
# Expect version 5.21, tcl version 8.0
# CBWFQ Configuration at Router 3 Fig 3.1
# usage is : tclsh80 <script name>

# Script times after 100secs of inactivity
set timeout 100

# Note that this script configures router 3
# Telnetting into router 3
spawn telnet 10.30.0.2
expect "THREE>"
send "enab\r"
expect "Password:" 

# enable password is "cisco"
# Change if configured password is different from "Cisco"
send "cisco\r"
expect "THREE#"
send "config term\r"
expect "THREE(config)#"
send "interface e 1\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"

# Disable route-map
send "no ip policy route-map setprecedence\r"

# Note that this script enables CBWFQ and
# Disables PQ, FIFO and WFQ
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
puts "\n"
send "interface s 0\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
send "no fair-queue\r"
send "no priority-group 2\r"
send "service-policy output catalyst\r"
send "no shut\r"
expect "THREE(config-if)#"
send "end\r"
expect "THREE#"
Appendix C. TCL Data Analysis Script

This appendix provides the script used to extract numerical results from a trace file collected by Ethereal.

```tcl
# tcl version is 8.3
# usage is: tclsh83 <script name> <ethereal trace filename>

# The format of "tethereal" file is:
# 0.000000 10.0.0.1 -> 10.50.0.4    TCP 2003 > 8896 [SYN] Seq=674621270 Ack=0 Win=16384 Len=0
# 0.012147 10.0.0.1 -> 10.50.0.4    TCP 2004 > 8896 [SYN] Seq=674664491 Ack=0 Win=16384 Len=0
# Len=0
# 0.130701     10.0.0.1 -> 10.50.0.4    TCP 2003 > 8896 [PSH, ACK] Seq=674621271 Ack=3416506456 Win=17520
# Win=17520 Len=284
# Variables to store number of Voice (vcount), background (bcount) and TCP (tcount) packets
set vcount 0
set bcount 0
set tcount 0

# Variables to store total TCP bytes(tcpby) and bits(tcpbi)
set tcpby 0
set tcpbi 0
set sum 0
set totabsj 0
set totdel 0
set ocount 0

# The variable 'voicejitter' is the time difference between successive voice packets
set voicejitter 0

# The variable 'delta' is the average jitter between 2 successive
# voice packets measured at the source
# variable 'delta' is used in calculation of jitter at the destination
# used value of 0.197 for QoS tests and value of 0.0982 for IP Link tests
set delta 0.0982
set djitter 0

# The variable 'absjitter' is the actual Voice jitter between voice successive voice UDP packets
set absjitter 0
set great 0
set large 0
set largeb 0
set maxjitter 0

# Directory where the ethereal trace files are placed
cd C:/Vijay/Catalyst/iplink/1219/proc2/server2/WFQH

set file [lindex $argv 0]
puts " filename is $file"

# Open the ethereal trace file in read mode using 'open' and resultant file identifier is set to
# variable 'input'
set input [open $file r]

# 'gets' command reads lines in the trace file one by one
# stores the read line in the variable 'line'
# returns a count of the no of the characters read in each line
while {[gets $input line] > 0} {

# UDP parameters such as number of voice packets and total jitter are calculated
# The script looks for lines with "UDP" in tethereal trace file
```
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```tcl
# tcl version is 8.3
# usage is: tclsh83 <script name> <ethereal trace filename>

# The format of "tethereal" file is:
# 0.000000 10.0.0.1 -> 10.50.0.4    TCP 2003 > 8896 [SYN] Seq=674621270 Ack=0 Win=16384 Len=0
# 0.012147 10.0.0.1 -> 10.50.0.4    TCP 2004 > 8896 [SYN] Seq=674664491 Ack=0 Win=16384 Len=0
# Len=0
# 0.130701     10.0.0.1 -> 10.50.0.4    TCP 2003 > 8896 [PSH, ACK] Seq=674621271 Ack=3416506456 Win=17520
# Win=17520 Len=284
# Variables to store number of Voice (vcount), background (bcount) and TCP (tcount) packets
set vcount 0
set bcount 0
set tcount 0

# Variables to store total TCP bytes(tcpby) and bits(tcpbi)
set tcpby 0
set tcpbi 0
set sum 0
set totabsj 0
set totdel 0
set ocount 0

# The variable 'voicejitter' is the time difference between successive voice packets
set voicejitter 0

# The variable 'delta' is the average jitter between 2 successive
# voice packets measured at the source
# variable 'delta' is used in calculation of jitter at the destination
# used value of 0.197 for QoS tests and value of 0.0982 for IP Link tests
set delta 0.0982
set djitter 0

# The variable 'absjitter' is the actual Voice jitter between voice successive voice UDP packets
set absjitter 0
set great 0
set large 0
set largeb 0
set maxjitter 0

# Directory where the ethereal trace files are placed
cd C:/Vijay/Catalyst/iplink/1219/proc2/server2/WFQH

set file [lindex $argv 0]
puts " filename is $file"

# Open the ethereal trace file in read mode using 'open' and resultant file identifier is set to
# variable 'input'
set input [open $file r]

# 'gets' command reads lines in the trace file one by one
# stores the read line in the variable 'line'
# returns a count of the no of the characters read in each line
while {[gets $input line] > 0} {

# UDP parameters such as number of voice packets and total jitter are calculated
# The script looks for lines with "UDP" in tethereal trace file
```
if {{regexp {{[0-9.]+}\s+([0-9.]+) -> [0-9.]+\s+(UDP)\s+Source port: ([\d]+)\s+Destination port: ([\d]+)\s+}} $line - jitter protocol sourceport destport}} {

    # Catalyst Voice packets use port 60600 as destination UDP port
    if {$destport==60600} {
        incr vcount 1
        # The var 'sum' find the total time of the test
        set sum [expr {$sum+$jitter}]
        set voicejitter [expr {$voicejitter+$jitter}]
        set djitter [expr {$voicejitter-$delta}]
        set absjitter [expr abs($djitter)]
        if {$absjitter>1} {
            # puts "absolute jitter is greater than 1.00"
            set voicejitter 0
            set absjitter 0
            incr great 1
            continue
        }
        # To calculate Total difference between voice packets
        set totdel [expr {$voicejitter+$totdel}]
        # To calculate total voice jitter
        set totabsj [expr {$absjitter+$totabsj}]
        # place the current voice difference and voice jitter
        # in a list
        lappend listabs $absjitter
        lappend vj $voicejitter
        # set the var voicejitter to zero in order to calculate
        # jitter between successive voice packets
        set voicejitter 0
        set absjitter 0
    } elseif {$destport==5001} {
        set sum [expr {$sum+$jitter}]
        incr bcount 1
        set voicejitter [expr {$voicejitter+$jitter}]
        continue
    }
}

# Background packets generated by 'Iperf' use 5001 as default destination port number
} elseif {$destport==5001} {
    set sum [expr {$sum+$jitter}]
    incr bcount 1
    set voicejitter [expr {$voicejitter+$jitter}]
}

continue

# TCP parameters such as number of TCP packets and total TCP bytes are calculated
# The script looks for lines with "TCP" in tethereal trace file
# TCP packets have ACK, SYN, PSH and FIN flag bits set
if {{regexp {{[0-9.]+}\s+([0-9.]+) -> ([0-9.]+)\s+([A-Z]+)\s+\[([0-9.]+)\] \s+Seq=(\-[0-9]+)+\s+Ack=(\-[0-9]+)+\s+Win=(\-[0-9]+)+\s+Len=(\-[0-9]+)+}} $line - jitter src dest prot t1 t2 leng} {
    # puts "jitter=$jitter src=$src dest=$dest prot=$prot t1=$t1 t2=$t2 leng=$leng"
    if { $prot=="TCP" } {
        incr tcount
        # below lines calculate the Total TCP bytes
        # Variable 'tcpby' to store Total TCP bytes
        if { $t1=="SYN" } {
            # puts "SYN"
            set tcpby [expr {$tcpby+62}]
        } elseif { $t1=="ACK" } {
            # puts "current TCP bytes are $tcpby bytes"
            set tcpby [expr {$tcpby+60}]
        } elseif { $t1=="FIN" } {
            # puts "FIN"
        }
    }
}
set tcpby [expr {$tcpby+60}]

if { $t1=="PSH" } {
    # puts "PSH"
    set tcpby [expr {$tcpby+$leng+54}]
}

if {$jitter>1} {
    incr large
    #continue
}
set sum [expr {$sum+$jitter}]
set voicejitter [expr {$voicejitter+$jitter}]
continue
} else {
    if {$jitter>1} {
        incr largeb
        #continue
    }
    set sum [expr {$sum+$jitter}]
    incr ocount 1
    set voicejitter [expr {$voicejitter+$jitter}]
}

puts "The number of Voice packets are $vcount"
puts "The number of TCP packets are $tcount"
puts "The number of background packets are $bcount"
puts "The number of other packets are $ocount"
puts "The value of total jitter are $sum secs"
puts "The value of total absolute jitter are $totabsj secs"
puts "The value of total voice delay $totdel secs"
puts "The total time of this test is $sum secs"

# UDP parameters such as Average jitter, Maximum jitter and Voice throughput are calculated and printed

if { $vcount > 0 } {
    set avgjitter [expr {double($totabsj)/double($vcount)}]
    puts "The average jitter is $avgjitter secs"
    set vbytes [expr {$vcount*384}]
    puts "The total voice bytes is $vbytes bytes"
    set vbits [expr {$vbytes*8}]
    puts "The total voice bits is $vbits bits"
    set vthru [expr {double($vbits)/double($sum)}]
    puts "The average voice throughput is $vthru bits/sec"
    puts "Number of packets greater than delay of 1.00 is $great"
}

# TCP parameters such as TCP throughput and no. of TCP packets are calculated and printed

if { $tcount > 0 } {
    puts "Total TCP bytes is $tcpby bytes"
    set tbits [expr {$tcpby*8}]
    puts "The total TCP bits is $tbits bits"
    set tthru [expr {double($tbits)/double($sum)}]
    puts "The average TCP throughput is $tthru bits/sec"
    puts "The LARGE JITTER TCP packets $large"
}

puts "The LARGE JITTER BACKGROUND packets $largeb"
puts "last jitter is $jitter"
puts "The metrics Throughput, Average jitter, Maximum jitter and TCP Packets are:"
puts "\n"
puts "The number of TCP packets are $tcount"
puts "The average TCP throughput is $tthru bits/sec"

if { $vcount > 0 } {
    puts "The average voice throughput is $vthru bits/sec"
    puts " The average jitter is $avgjitter secs"
    puts "The maximum Voice jitter is $maxjitter secs"
}

exit
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